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By Denise Kelly DeLuca

White Cloud Press, United States, 2016. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 203 x 178 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Denise DeLuca s Re-Aligning with Nature takes readers who are looking
for radical social and business solutions on a direct and simple path to real change: nature s path.
In this clear, direct, illustration-driven book, DeLuca lays out the core issues of why we are in danger
due to being out of alignment with nature and how realigning with nature can save the planet.
Long ago, humans lived in alignment with nature. As we discovered how to exploit nature s
resources, as well as human resources, life became easier and more comfortable (especially for the
few), but we became detached from nature and our own human spirit. We are now realizing that
ecosystems are being destroyed, species are going extinct, and the Earth is heating up. But giant
companies, governments, and other organizations are sluggish and can t respond to change fast
enough. In addition to realigning what we make and how we make things with nature, we need to
realign ourselves with nature and our own human nature. We need to recognize and recapture our
natural paradigm. Radical? Absolutely....
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Certainly, this is the finest job by any publisher. I was able to comprehended almost everything out of this published e ebook. You wont truly feel monotony
at at any moment of the time (that's what catalogues are for concerning should you question me).
-- Gr a ciela  Em a r d-- Gr a ciela  Em a r d

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. it absolutely was writtern very properly and valuable. I found out this book from my i and dad advised this
ebook to find out.
-- Am a nda  La r kin-- Am a nda  La r kin
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